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Abstract

While outsourcing discovery research is a well-established process, crowdsourcing in a discovery research environment is a much newer approach. The authors report
on the development of an online system that enables third parties to submit chemical structures to a pharmaceutical company for consideration in their drug discovery
programs. In addition to providing intuitive and simple usage, key elements of the systems are to automatically assess the relevance of structures and make underlying
data accessible to the pharmaceutical company whilst hiding the actual structure to maintain the third party’s intellectual property. Based on ChemAxon’s
chemicalize.org, a free chemical structure miner and web search engine renown for simple usage and strong data vizualization we introduce this web application as a
major step toward a full drug discovery platform including compound library design. The presented application will be supported on all devices including touch screen
devices, such as iPads and smartphones.

Introduction
Building structure and data submission interfaces for the big pharma to asses OI projects
The driving force: Large pharmaceutical companies want to work with external partners (academic in particular) to find new potentially interesting and relevant chemical
structures or drug candidates. They are in urgent need of a system that enables external groups to submit their structures, while also allowing them to evaluate the data
without compromising the IP (revealing the actual compound structure). The data needs to be in an easily readable format so that the desirability of the proposed
structures can be quickly evaluated and the involved parties can move to further negotiations.

A

Taking chemicalize.org as a base (Fig. 1,2)
• Providing cheminformatics solutions for free via a web browser (www.chemicalize.org)
• Implementing Document to Structure functionality
• Crowdsourcing: URL, names and molecules saved from the Webpage Viewer usage
• Providing a searchable database (Chem Search)
 367k pages, 546k names, 327k unique structures by 15k unique visitors / month

B

Fig. 1: Chemicalize’s Web interface

Concept
•
•
•
•
•
•

User friendly design of workflows
Project oriented GUI
Deliver modules to organize them in line with your workflow (example shown on Fig. 3)
Focus on visualization, user friendliness and speed
Automatic process in the background (creating JChem tables)
Using submitters to crowdsource and select the most relevant molecules to submit

Fig. 3: Example of a typical user workflow

Fig. 2: Basic concepts in chemicalize.org. A) „chemicalizing” a web page; B)
displaying phys-chem properties of structures submitted

Project aim
•

•
•

Expose all relevant ChemAxon functionality within the interface
– including tools currently available via command line and API
Feature parity with desktop applications (Fig. 4)
Support all devices – including touch devices

Fig. 4: Screenshot examples showing the currently available functionalities

Summary and conclusions

• The supporting Web Services architecture provides easy access, usage and maintenance for the Web GUI front end tool.
• Due to its standardized communication interface, applications can be developed independent of platform and programming language (e.g. C or
Python).
• It is a modular system, planned to cover the whole ChemAxon cheminformatics portfolio in the future.
• The system allows to create configurable workflows and provides universal accessibility.
• It is a crowdsourcing environment that is to help pharma working with external partners to find new drug candidates.
• The interface is armed with advanced visualization techniques to help users in the decision making process.
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